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SUtIVIARY 
On the assumption that the velocity and density distributions 
across a jet of one gas issuing into a stream of a second gas are of 
exponential form, the momentum integral approach has been employed to 
find the variation of centre-line velocity downstream of the potential 
core. The results for the particular case of a jet issuing into a gas 
at rect are equivalent to those found theoretically by Blottner (Ref. 2) 
and experimentally by Keay and rreller (Ref. 1). The results for the 
jet issuing into a moving stream agree with the limited experiments of 
the present author. 
These calculations show the importance of jet to free-stream density 
ratio with respect to the rate of decay of the jet downstream of the 
mixing region. 
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LIST OF SM..]E3OLS  
a 	 half width of two-dimensional jet at exit 
• concentration parameter 
m
• 
(x) centre-line concentration 
k 	 constant defining the jet velocity profile 
mass flow- 
• stream mass flow 
m2 	 jet mass flow at exit 
3 radial distance 
r2 	 jet radius at exit from nozzle 
u stream-wise velocity 
u1 	 stream velocity 
u2 	 jet velocity at exit 
u 1(1) centre-line velocity in excess of free stream velocity 
U 	 /12,/u 
Um 	 um(x) 1 
v(x,r) inflow velocity 
x 	 stream,--.rise distance 
y 	 distance normal to stream direction 
• r/x  in axi-symmetric case 
37/x in two-dimensional case 
• constant defining jet concentration profile 
p 	 density 
P1 
	 stream density 
P2 	 jet density 
w(]‹) sink strength 
stream function 
• Stokes stream function 
1. 	 Trtrnduction, 
no velocity and density distributions in an axi-symmetric jet of 
one gas issuing into second ens at rest have been shown experimentally 
by Keanr and Wei.: 7 (1) to fol.. lv an erponential law downstream of the 
potential core. Elettner (2) :. as used these exponential distributions in 
a momentum integr me,h-Jd to find the variation of centre--line velocity 
and density with Listance down'Itream of the potential core. His results 
agree reasonably mith the 
	 .'mv.;:nts of Keagy and Weller. 
In the present paper, fn. the assumption that the same exponential 
forms of velocity and density profiles can be applied to bcth ax -symmetric 
and two-dimensional jets of cl- a gas exhausting into a stream of a second 
gas, '71-Le momentum integral approach is used to deduce equations satisfied 
by the centre-line velocity 
	 downstream of the potential core. 
Assuming that the constants giv.;,a in (2) can be used for a jet issuing into 
a moving stream as well as for once issuing into a still medium., the resulting 
equations have been solved nurirical1y and the results presented graphically. 
Squire and Trouncer (3) have used a similar method with the velocity 
profile 
u( 
u = u1 
	
Mix) ( + cos -r grr - ) 
2 
to solve the restricted problem of a round air jet issuing into a stream 
of air. This profile does not however give such good agreement with 
experiment as the exponential profile found by Keagy and Weller. 
The author is indebted to Er. F. J. Berry (A.R,D,E., Fort Halstead) 
for his help in obtaining the numerical solutions. 
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2. 	 The Axi-symmetric Jet  
Consider a subsonic jet of density P2, s:peedu2 and exit radius r2  
issuing into a surrounding stream of another gas of density 01 any. speed ul  
(Fig. 1). The mass flow m at any cross-section is 
co 
m = 	 21r 	 Pu r dr 
where 0, u are respectively the density and velocity at any point (x, r) 
downstream of the jet exit. The density P can be expressed in terms of 
the jet and stream densities and a concentration parameter a defined by 
P = P1 	 (P2 - P1)0 
	 (2) 
2.1. The flow downstream of the potential core 
It has been shown by Keagy and :Teller (ref.1) that, beyond the 
potential core, the velocity and concentration profiles for a jet of 
foreign gas issuing into still air are similar and expressible in terms 
of exponential functions in the faun 
u/11(x) e-kz2 
,,_ 
AE 
m
(x) e K  
*here x = r/x and g and k depend upon the relative densities of the jet 
and the surrounding medium. 
Some velocity distributions in a jet of air issuing into a moving 
stream of air have been measured by the author and are shown in Fig. 2 
to be of the form 
u1 + umN e 
It is reasonable therefore to assume that, for a jet of foreign gas issuing 
into a moving stream of air, the velocity and concentration profiles can be 
written in the form 
u 	
2 
= u1 + ura(x) e
-k 
c (x) e-iikz
2 
The determination of ki and k experimentally is tantsmau_nt to solving the 
energy equation. The values of 12 and k plotted against p,1 in Fig. 3 
‘4 P1 
are taken from ref. 2. 
Eliminating P and u between equal.dons 1 - A  we have 
co 2 
- Pk (u + u (x) e-k z )zdz (5) m(x) = 2 ITx2 I,  (pl 	 1 2  - Pi] errit,x)e 
	
1 	 m 
 
co 
-k. 	 1 	 (6) But 	 z e 	 dz 
- 2k 
and defining m1 
 the mass flow in the undisturbed stream upstream of the 
jet exit as 
m 
	
2ri 	 pi 
 u r dr 
2 
and m2 
 the jet mass flow before mixing as 
r2 
m2 	 27/1 P2 u2 r dr = 17- p2  u r2 2 2 
we may rewrite (5) as 
1 u1 	 y-2  4. 	 [ 	 uni(x) 
	 ui  (D2  — pi  )am(x) 
r1(:K) 	 + m2 P2  u2 
U (X) C (X) 
	
( P2 	 M 	 (9) 11 
From considerations of conservation of mass flow 
co 
2 P
1 
(1 - c) u r dr 272 	 P
2
o u r dr = P
2 
IT r2 u2 .4. 27 L Pluiri dr 
q 2 
Thus, since P and P
2 
are independent 
2 r Tr 	 curdr = fr r2 u 2  2 
(7)  
(8)  
(-1 0) 
7 
Substituting for c and u in terms of z from (3) and (4), (-10) 
beccrnes 
urn(x) 
u2 r22 	 x2  = 	 c
m
(x) [ 
71- 	 g + 1 ] 	 (11) 
or k r2 2 	 u2 	 (g + 1) (12) cm(x) 
u1 (p + 1)+p um(x) 
The momentum equation for zero pressure gradient is 
2  2 pl u1
2 
 r 	 4.1 D2 u2 r dr = to 
CO 
2 
pu r dr 	 (1 3) 
2 
and using (2) , (3) and (4) this reduces to 
r
2 2 
( p2u2 - p1 1  u2) - 22  4k 
x 
[ 
p1 
	
u 
m 
 (X) [ 1.1.0 1 + 2(p2- pi)cm(x) 
C /./ 
2 2 11
1 urn(x) 
+ 
urn2 (x) -1 
u + 2 
(14) 
Eliminating c
m 
(x) using (12) re have 
7 
um(x) pi  g (p 	 2) + um(x) 1 p1 u  (1-1 
2 k 
2) (5g 4. 1) 	 2 
x 
(P2-P1 )1-1(ti +1 
2 
p
1  U1  
+ 1)(p + 	 + 2u (p + 
p1 u1 (u1 
k ro2 r 
2.4=4 1)2 u2(2"1 
x 
- 2 u2) 
k r2 
+ 2 
	
2 	
+ 1) 	 + 2)ui (u1 - u2) ( p2 u2 + 	 ) = 2 0 
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(15) 
If vie now put u1 zero (I, e, the jet issuing into a still gas) vie obtain 
2 
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u (x) I 	 . u42 	 1)(p + 2)   (u   	 p2  u2(2u 1 - u2)+ 
22  
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 2 	 2 (1,1 + 1)1    ui      P  	 u1 ) 	x2 
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)  
 2 
k -1) /' \(_ J 
0 1 
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2 
2 , 
'2) 
\ 	 13 2 
P 	 P 
71 	 I  L420- 
2 
This is the equation obtained by Blattner and has the solution 
Putting 	 P2 	 u2 	 (x) 
= U and 	 - U
m 
in (15) = 	 171 	 u1  1  
the relation between centre-line velocity and distance downstream of the 
jet exit for the general problem is 
2 U3 + Um 
which may be 
and stream. 
velocity distribution 
concentration 
2 k r2 u i 	 5 	 4. 	 1 
	 ti 	 - + Um 
U 	 -1 
u ) (1 +CT 
used 
(4) 
i 	 2 	 1: r,, U ( 	 .. 2 ti 	 4- 
c1 - 	 - 
2 k r2 2 	 p+ 1 	 ( 
properties 
x
2 
U) 	 0 	 (17) 
of the jet 
in (3) gives the 
it gives the 
x
2 	 p 
solved for U 
	 in terms of 	 x 	 and the 
The value ofmu
m
(x) so obtained when 
in the jet and with (12) and 
distribution of the jet gas. 
Equation (17) is not readily solvable in precise form. Numerical 
solutions have been obtained using the values of Li and k given by Blattner. 
It is assumed that these values can be applied to a jet mixing with a moving 
stream. The results for jets of helium, nitrogen and carbon dioxide 
issuing into air are given in Figs. 4, 5, 6. The effect of density 
changes is shown in Fig. 7. 
3ome special cases of equation 17 can be solved exactly and these 
ha--0 been used to guide the numerical programme. 
This is the equation obtai   lat ner  
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2.1.1. Jet and Stream at the saire speed (i.e. U = 1) 
Equation 17 is satisfied by Um = 0 w:lich means that the velocity in the 
mixing regian is uniform The centre-line concentration is 
2 
cm(x) 	 r2k 	 (18) 
2.1.2. Zero Jet Velocity (i.e. U = 
This case corresponds to the flow behind a bluff base of radius 
r2 (Fig. 8). 'Men U = 0 equation 17 factorises to 
x
2 
P + 1 (iJ + 
m / 
k r2 
U2 + 4Um+  
X 
= 0 
with solutions 
2 k r22  2 1 
X2 
- 2 
The appropriate solution is 
2 k 2 
Um = 	 4 — 	
r2 	
-- 2 
x 
which is always negative and tends to zero as x increases. 
The velocity distributions given by equations 3 and 19 are compared 
in Fig. 8 with some experimental measurements made in the wake of a bluff 
bolt- by the present author. It is shown that the velocity profile 
(equation 3) adequately represents the velocity profile in the wake of a 
bluff afterbody and that the variation of centre line velocity predicted 
by equation 19 conforms reasonably to the experimental results. A better 
agreement could be obtained by displacing the origin far x in equation 19 
sane small distance upstream of the base. 
2.1.3. Jet and stream at same density (1. e, cr = 1)  
Equation (17) can again be factorised to give 
(19) 
+ 1) ( 2 U
m 
 + 4 Urn + 2 k u2 
2 
 
 
= 0 
   
The appropriate solution is 
U 	 = 	 - 2 k 1 
	 ) - 2 	 (20) 
x 
being positive for U > 1 (i.e. jet speed greater than stream speed). 
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U
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2.2. The mass flow in 1711c :et 
The mass flow across any section of the jet increases more rapidly 
than accounted for by the natural inflow into the growing jet from the 
external stream; the jet induces a flow to---arcls itself by a process of 
entrainment. To determine this inflow %.-e have to consider the rate of 
increase of mass flaw in the jei:. 
Frem (9) the mass flow at any downstream position x is given by 
P1 um(x) 	 (P2 - P1)0m(x)[ 
can be eliminated, using (11) to give 
1 m 
u1 	 inc2 r 	 k 42r
2 2 f  
- m 
- 	 2 Trir 	 uM(x) 	 02 - Pi}  2 2 
u1 	 2 Trx. 
= 
m+m2   P2 u2  
(21) 
which reduces 
m 
m2 
to 
(02 - PO ( 1 	 Ni I. Pi 	 2 	 x 	 2 
. 7-2 ' .i.E 	 (7) + 2 
P2 - PiVii 4. i  
..-----..- 
4- 
(21a) ...1 \ 	 ) z + 2j + P1 	 i 1.; + 
for the jet issuing into still air. The ratio m(x)/m2 is plotted against 
x/r2 for helium, nitrogen and carbon dioxide jets in Figs. 9, 10, 11. 
The rate of increase of mass flow is 
d Pi (x) dx 
Tip 7d.c (x2 urn(x) ) (22) 
or expressed non-dimensionally in -terms of the jet mass flow and the jet 
radius 
d (m(3)/111,,) 
	
P 
k P2 d x r2 	
i 
u2 	
X 
• 7
2 
 2 u
m
(x) 	
r2m u1(x)1 (/)  
(22a) 
For the jet issuing into still air we may substitute in (24) for 
um(x) from (16) and obtain the appro]dmate relation 
d(m(x)/m2) 
a()Vr2) k 
( 2 Pi yr 
P2  (23) 
irdicating that the mass flow increases linearly with distance downstream. 
9, 10 and 11 show that this is also almost exactly true for the jet 
isr:oling into a moving stream. 
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or the jet issuing into sti l air we may substitute in (2k) f r 
um(x) fr  ( )  t in the appre]dmate relation 
d( (x)/ 9  (  i 
r 2 
	
= 	 k  P2 	
(23) 
indicating that the ma s flow increases linearly with distance downstream. 
Figs, 9, 10 and 1  show that this is also l st ex ctly t ue f r the jet 
isr:oling into a moving stream. 
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2.3. The inflow velocity 
The rate at which the jet mass flow is increasing is related to 
the strength of a line sink positioned along the jet axis. If w (x) 
is the sink strength at x, then 
a 
x m(x) d P 	 m 1 
or, using (22), 
ix2 m(x)1w(x) = 	 d--ja 
	
(2) 
Now theinduced velocity v(x,r) can be written down directly frau the 
sink strength as 
 
v(x,r) - 2 
or from (24) 
4 r 
v(x,r) = 	 21Ix 
	 fx (x2 um(x) I 	 (25) 
Ue may arrive at the same result for the induced velocity by 
considering the Stokes stream function V (x,R) for the flow downstream 
of the potential core. 11 	 R 	 2 
V (x,R) = I ur dr = xal El 4. umo . -kz qe - iz dz 
where z = r/x and R is large 
Using (6) 2 
(x,R.) = Iu r dr + x m(x)  
Jo 	 1 	 2 k 
The induced velocity is given by 
r v = 
aqi 
 
and hence 
a 	 / 
x) v(x,r) = - 
	
x 2
1 
k r ox 
r 
 2 urnk 
 
which is the result of equation 25. 
(26) 
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and hence 
	 a 
r l 	
t ) r 2  
r	 x  
ic  is t  r lt f ti  . 
) 
o 	 r 0 . 
x,r) = (  
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For the jet issuing into still air tIlis reduces 	 a form independent 
of x 
	
v(r) 	 a ( P2 
	
u2 	 r 	 2 kP 
(26a) 
Equation 26a shows immediately that the inflow velocity is increased 
by increase of jet density% Substitution of values of u(x) into (26) 
shows that this result holds for a jet issuing into a free stream. 
Furthermore the induced velocity increases with increase of the ratio 
of jet to free stream speed. 
	
3. 	 The Tvo-dinensional Jet  
Consider a jet of gas density p2  issuing from a slot of width 2a 
with speed u2  into a free stream of speed ui  and density pl. At any 
point x downstream of the potential core we may again write the speed u 
of the jet and the density C as 
u = u1 	 u(x) f(z) 
	
(28) 
P  = Pi + (P2 	 P1 )(3 
	 (29) 
where z = y/x  and c is a concentration parameter. 
As before we assume that the velocity and concentration distributions 
are similar so that 
f(z) = e-kz
2 
(30) 
2 
and 	 c = c
m
(x) g(z) = c
m
(x) e- 	 (31) 
3.1. The flow downstream of the jet  
Considerin-; the conservation of jet mass flow per unit length of 
slot we have 
r 0 u dy = 2a u2 J03 
	
 1. 
or 	 jr c
m 
 (y.:) e-  k2  u1 + m(x) e 	 x dz = 2a u2 
co 
-km2 
co Jr 	 _1m- . 	 7T 
e 	 u 
„
z. 
But 
(32) 
(33)  
(3:;) 
ro 
(35) 
2a u2 Nik 
X 
Thus (32) becomes 
A T. 
From momentum considerations 
00 
tpu2 dy = 2a P2 u2  2 
2f
PA 1.11 dy 
. 
03
a 
Substituting from(2/4(29),(30) and (:51)in(3't;) and performing the integration 
we obtain 
x) 2 p1  u1 u1  u
2  i(x) + P 	 Tr){ 	 + 2(P2 	 01)u1 
cm(x) u i(x) 
r 	  
V 11 .4. 
+ P2 P1)  
c 
m 
 (x)u  o (x) u2(x) 
( 	 1  4" 
	 (P2 — P ) I 
x 	 ,\ 	 2 u2
2 	
P1 ul )  
Substituting for c
m
(x) from (35) we have a cubic equation for the jet 
centre line velocity in terms of the distance downstream of the jet exit 
(36) 
ui3n(x) + u2ii (x) [ui (212 + \ I 	 ) + 
4. u (x) 
m 	
2 •tr: 	 2 I 141 	 2 11-2 a 2 u 
	 + 1\ il 
	 ° X 117r 1 
+ 2 1/ 2 a I k(il + 1) 
p1 	
x \ 	 141 
2 12 a u2 
P x (`2 
(u1 - u2) ( ui 
u1 (u1 
) 	 iz: ti + 1  - 0 
i NI 	 m 4- 2) 
_ r_ 
+ 132u2)1 
- u2)(172u2+P1u1 ) = a 
then the jet is issuing into a gas at rest (i.e. u1 = 0) equation (37) 
reduces to the quadratic equat ion 
m‘
u2(x  
2 + 
u2 
u (::) 
u2 
a(P2- ) 1 	 11:-.(11 	 ) 	 2 ir2 a 02 jic 
x P1 	 7r( II + 2) 	 x P1 
0 (38) 
A 7 
Thus (32) becomes 
From momentum considerati  
Put dy 
u
j 	
u (x) 
 
 2 j k 
d  
crn  
 	 2a P2  u2  
x
	
1 , 	 u. 
	
1 	 1  
2 p1  1  um(x)) 	 p u2m(x)  4. 2(P 1 	 2 	 1)11 0111(X) Uhl(N)  1 	  
c (x)u  c (x) u2(x)  	 1  
♦ (D2 " I P I ) 	 + (P 	 P m  12 4. 2 
2a 	 k2 0 2\  
 	  	 111 1 
Substituting for c ri (x) from w  ave a cubic equation for the jet 
centre line v l it  in terms of the distance downstream of the jet it 
 
 
 
 2 
- 	 p 	 p  I  )  
d
i 
x 	 	 1 ,\ 	 + 2) uh  (x) 	 u2  (  111. (..2  2 4.ra 
1„ 
 
 
 
 
 
 
+ u h(x) 12 1r 2 11.2  lal  2 //- 2 1N 	 P x 	 -(u - u  ( P iul 	 P u ) 1 
2  a 114:(1 	 1)   
+ 7 7( 	
, 
	
u1 	 - u )(0 u 4.P 1 u ) = 0 - 	 \ 
nen the jet is issuing into a gas at rest (i.e. u 1  = 0) equation (37) 
reduces to the quadratic equation 
u2(x) 	  
T1 	 2 2 a(D 
2 	 + 2 ° u2 
( ) 
(36) 
2ubstituting from(2), (29W0) and (31)in(36) and performing the integrati n 
we obtain 
Pi  
Al P1  
2 
(39) 
u
m
(x) 
u2 
a 	 2 k(il  
X 	 pr( µ+ 2 
P
2 
4 2 
) 4. a 0 	 1 1 
2 
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which can be solved in the form 
If tie use the non-dimensional forms defined previously, the general 
equation_ of tyro-dimensional ( 37) becomes the cubic 
3 u 	 U2 I, 2 V-2 4.,j 	 j- + 2 12 atj (rr 	 ) 	 kc g 	 + I)  
mX 	1  " 	 110 4. 2 
+ Um 2 /2[17!--ii+ 	 + x riS (1 -U)(1 +o- U)] + 2 -r2 4-(--"=4" 1 (1 X u)(1 +cru) = 0 
(4o) 
which may be solved for Um in terms of x and the properties of the jet 
and stream. On the assumption that the constants and k given by Blottner 
for the axi-symmetric problem are applicable to the two-dimensional problem 
equation (40) has been solved numerically. The results are given in 
Figs. 12, 13, 14. The effect of density is shown in Fig. 15. 
As for the axi-symmetric jet, certain special cases of the two- 
dimensional problem ran be solved. 
3.1.1. Jet and Stream at same speed 
 (i.e. U = 1) 
Equation 4.0 is satisfied by Um = 0. The centre-line concentration 
is 
(x) _2a tik 
m - x IT 
3.1.2. Zero Jet Velocity (i.e. 
;;Alen U = 0, equation (40) factorises to 
Um a 1 \ ru2 _ a 
m 	 Pi A -  + 2 V-2 Um + 2 \I 2 Tr x 
giving the appropriate solution 
Um 	 2 - 2 12 	 - 	 (42) 
11- 	 X 
(4.1) 
= 0 
i    l  i  t  for  
(x) 
a 	 161  4-11  P1 -  
2 	 qf 	 ÷  	 P. 
 
 
x P  (14 2
P  	 1-i+ i 
 
( ) 
 
 
 
 
If ti   t  - i ensional for s defined previously, the general 
ti  of two-dime!a i l problem 37) e es t e i  
U  A•  I  - - 14—:- 1    l  - 1  	 k(11  4. 1 
I 
ITI 	 -X 	 °- 	 \4 1 1  
• 
U
m 
	 1  I L14- 	 1— (   )   - ) 	    	 I Ij  + 1 ) (1 	 U  (YU)  
0
i   be solved for U   i  t r  f x a  t  
 st .  the assumption that the constants 11 and k given by Bl tt  
f  t  i rmetric proble  ar  l oble  
ti  (    l ll e giv  i  
i . , , .  t f e sity is sho n in Fig. 15. 
 f r t  i etric jet, cert i  i  
i si l l    l
. . . t  t  t sa e speed (i.  1) 
i  
	 ti  .  i  tisf      0. The centr tion 
c ( x) 	 I  
/Ilk
 x) = 
. . .  t l it  i. . U 
Wh    , .0) f ct rises to 
Um 	 m I 	 \( U2	 21-  rn  + 2 I r 	  0 
i i  t  riate solution 
. = 	   a 
11" 	  
 •\ 77' 	 	 7T11 
1-2 	 (  
• • • 
n 
 4  
-15- 
3.1.3. jet and Stream of the same densi(i• a' = 1) 
V!hen cr = 1, equation (40) again factorises to 
2 	 k 	 a 11m + 	
1 (
m + 
212 u 	 2 I- - u2) — /1 	 '\ 0 
giving the solution 
Tjm = I 2 - 2 
3.2. The inf1017 velocity 
The stream function 
core is 
- 
J2 	 (43) 
for the flow downstream of the potential 
(x, Y) 	 u dy 	 and Y is large 
o Y 2 
x j (Ili ▪ u
m
(x) e.-1:Z) az, 
u1 fo dy ;1▪ Z 	
x um(x) 
The inci2aced velocity v is then given by 
Tx- 
Thus, from (4Q , 
V 
	 d 	 (x u
m 
 (x)) 
If the induced velocity is regarded as being due to a distribution 
of sinks along the jet centre line, then the sink strength G.) expressed as 
a function of x is 
00) = Jr. 	 (x um(x) ) 	 (4.6) 
(40 
(45) 
    
,3,  and Stream of t   a'  1) 
! e  cr  in f ctorises to 
	
(Um  .111.1-7-.1 	 T` m2+ 2 / Um  + 	 (1 - U2 	 =  
i i  t   
	
U
rn 
 	 2 - 
3.  . 
 am function 11  for the flaw downstream of the pote ti
  
Y 
kk , ) 	 	  i  l
= f u   dy f z I 0 	 1 
 i i    is t e  iven by 
- 
s, fr  (  , 
 = 	 T.„7:(1 	
 
 
   is r  i   t   istribution 
f i    
 
W(x)  	 (  	
2, a 
- 1.1-) Tc. f 	 l
= 	 I u 	   ) - hz 
	
1 	 z 
YY=-T.  
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Restrictions on the Analysis 
Examination of the variation of centre-line velocity with distance 
shows that the solution becomes wildly inadequate for low values of 
F2 	
a 
	
and — 	 This is to be expected since close to the jet exit the potential 
core exists and the assumed velocity profile does not apply. The equations 
(17) and (40) give, for x and x, no real roots for any value of density 
r 	 a 
ratio and velocity ratio. As Cr and U increase so does the region of 
inadequacy of the assumed velocity profile. 
5, 
	
Conclusions 
1. Exponential velocity and demity profiles across a jet of one gas 
issuing into a stream of a second gas are employed in a momentum integral 
approach to determine the centreline velocity and density distributions 
downstream of the potential core. The same form for the velocity profile 
describes the flow behind a bluff base. 
2. Decrease of jet density ratio decreases the centre-line velocity 
in the jet downstream of the potential core. 
3. At any distance downstream of the jet exit, decreasing the jet 
density increases the ratio of mass flux in the jet to jet mass flux 
at 	 This result becomes more pronounced at the lower jet densities 
and the higher jet speeds. 
The induced velocity into the jet is increased by increase of jet 
density and by increase of the ratio of jet exit velocity to free stream 
speed. 
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FIG. 1. DEFINITION OF SYMBOLS 
IN THE AX !SYMMETRIC JET PROBLEM 
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FIG . 2 VELOCITY PROFILES ACROSS 
A JET OF AIR MIXING WITH A FREE AIR STREAM 
FIG . 3. VARIATION OF PROFILE CONSTANTS 
WITH DENSITY RATIO (REFERENCE 2) 
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FIG. 4. CIRCULAR HELIUM JET. VARIATION 
OF CENTRE LINE VELOCITY WITH DISTANCE 
DOWNSTREAM OF JET EXIT. 
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FIG. 5. CIRCULAR NITROGEN JET. VARIATION 
OF CENTRE LINE VELOCITY WITH DISTANCE 
DOWNSTREAM OF JET EXIT. 
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FIG. 7. EFFECT OF JET DENSITY ON THE. 
CENTRE - LINE VELOCITY DISTRIBUTION 
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FIG. 9. RATIO OF MASS FLUX IN JET 
TO EXIT MASS FLUX -  HELIUM JET. 
FIG. 8. CENTRE LINE VELOCITY BEHIND 
A BLUFF CYLINDER. 
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FIG 10 RATIO OF MASS FLUX IN JET 
TO EXIT MASS FLUX - NITROJEN JET. 
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